TRADING MASTERY
COURSE OUTLINE
TRADINGEDUCATIONBLOGS.COM

The Mastery Program Includes:
The Online Home-Study Program: 23.75 Hours of Trader Training
Five Modules: Each Module Contains:




Video Training
Audio Download
PDF Manual

Bonus Course: Game Plan Video Library: The ultimate continuing education to
transform tape reading strategy into an actionable daily list of stocks.
Game plan Meetings with my private mentoring clients










Six separate meetings
One hour or more per meeting
Private Recorded Coaching Call
Each Student Receives two calls, up to one hour each.
Calls to be scheduled 30 days apart to ensure experience with course material.
Students will have access through the private Facebook Group to ask questions.
Calls held via Google Hangout and recorded.
Students will receive a video download
Students will receive an audio download.

======================================================
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Module One: Core Knowledge and Skills: How to set goals, gain experience
and fully understand how to make a living as an active trader.
Setting the Proper Goals from the Start: How to set aggressive long-term goals, shortterm objectives & overcome the main challenges at this stage
How to Overcome Obstacles and Challenges: Get clarity on the obstacles you will face
and how to confidently overcome these potential threats to your trading account.
Professionals and Probabilities: How professional active traders define probabilities,
risk and leverage and why this is crucial to understand before you place a trade. To
succeed tomorrow, you must be crystal clear on how you plan to win
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Elite Candlestick Analysis: Candlestick charts are the DNA of price action. You will learn
how to use them for smart trading decisions.
==========================================================
Module Two: How to interpret institutional order flow, the enormous
power of knowing your trading edge and how to choose the correct trend to
trade.
Order Flow: Million Dollar Knowledge from the NYSE: Institutional order flow, it's the
big money that moves stocks. Learn how to read the footprints and build a repeatable
foundation of price action analysis.
Beyond Technical Analysis: How to choose and identify which trend defines your edge
and how to apply technical analysis in multiple time frames.
Forecasting Price Action: How to read classic chart patterns and identify a potential
change of trend.
Professional Market Analysis: Interpret the general market like a pro and discover when
it's the right time to "size up" and trade with more leverage.
==========================================================
Module Three: How to make money! There is a giant difference between
knowing what to look at and earning a check each month. This is where you
learn TRADE MANAGEMENT...
Prop Trader Entries: Time-tested entry tactics and patterns. Learn to work the system
with these core tactics.
Forecasting the Correct Levels for Profit Taking: How to set the correct profit targets
and trailing stop loss to maximize profits.

How to Manage and Adjust Risk: Determining the proper stop loss area and how to plan
trade adjustments and re-entries.
Advanced Trade Management: Using oscillators plus lessons on direct access trading,
order types and order routing.
==========================================================
Module Four: An understanding of strategy, how it gives you a competitive
advantage which results in trading with conviction.
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Trading Plan Development: Constructing a trading plan built on rock-solid principles.
How to organize trading concepts, tactics and your resources into a repeatable business
process.
The Keys to the Kingdom: Within the trading plan are two crucial topics- money
management and risk management. These topics are where you learn to make the move
from amateur to pro. The professional trader takes this and fully understands its
significance to long-term success
Preparing Your Game Plan: How to convert your trading plan and strategy into a Game
Plan. Your homework is where your edge becomes today's ideas to trade. Once you get
into a groove with your game plan, you will be on a treasure hunt each night when you
scan for tomorrow's ideas.
Pursuing Mastery: Developing the skill of assessing probabilities is the key to the
kingdom. Each trade does NOT have the same probability for profit. When you learn
how to integrate the market, the sector and the stock along with profit targets, you are
on your way active trading mastery.
==========================================================
Module Five: Psychology of trading champions. The topic of mindset.
Simply put professionals think differently. Learn to trade flawlessly so you
can be in control of your success.
Learning from Experience: Stories of success and failure. Mentoring advice and how to
overcome common roadblocks standing on the shoulders of the traders before you.
Structuring Your Success: Develop a framework for discipline and understand what it
truly means to make a commitment to your success.
Smartcuts-the Opposite of Shortcuts: Learn how to interpret your results for swift and
specific feedback to improve.
The Ultimate Trading Secret: Why winners focus on the process of trading flawlessly
and not the outcome of each individual trade.
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